Abstract-Healing algorithms play a crucial part in distributed peer-to-peer networks where failures occur continuously and frequently. Whereas there are approaches for robustness that rely largely on built-in redundancy, we adopt a responsive approach that is more akin to that of biological networks e.g. the brain.
I. INTRODUCTION Increasingly many networks around us are reconfigurable i.e. the topology of the network can be changed by the nodes in the network. Examples range from peer-to-peer networks, wireless, ad-hoc and mobile networks to social networks (friendship networks), transportation networks to biological networks e.g. the human brain. These networks offer us the chance of "self-healing" i.e. on failure of nodes, the remaining nodes can reconfigure to recover from the failure. In this papers we seek to address the important and challenging problem of efficiently maintaining (global and local) invariants on important network properties in a localized, distributed manner. Instead of relying on redundancy, we adopt a responsive approach, in the sense that the algorithm responds to an attack (or component failure) by changing the topology of the network. This approach works irrespective of the initial state of the network, and is thus orthogonal and complementary to traditional non-responsive techniques.
With the advent of the Internet, the growth of large communication networks, and the staggering rate of interaction Supported in part by a Technion fellowship. and data exchange, the need for self maintaining distributed networks has grown tremendously. While such huge networks provide an excellent backbone for processing and exchanging data at a scale that was unimaginable before, they also call for radically improved and novel techniques that are efficient and fault tolerant at the same magnitude. At this scale, managing resources centrally is untenable. It is imperative that we design distributed and localized healing algorithms for failures, that achieve and maintain desired global connectivity properties. The challenge lies in several dimensions: (a) localized distributed algorithms have the inability to look far into the network and so maintaining global properties is unclear, (b) several of the properties desired may themselves be conflicting on first sight such as ensuring upper bounds on degrees while maintaining low stretch and high expansion (c) the rate and nature of failures can be completely arbitrary (or adversarial) and thus, hard to predict, and finally yet very importantly (d) reacting to failures by deleting and adding new communication edges can be expensive in both cost and time.
Several self-healing algorithms have been suggested in the recent literaureture [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] in a line of work that has yielded gradual improvements in the properties ensured on the graph. The competing requirements normally imposed are that of maintaining small degrees, while ensuring high connectivity in terms of shortest path dilation. In a recent work [5] , an additional requirement of expansion was added, and an improved self-healing algorithm for maintaining the same was presented. In this paper, we further strengthen these algorithms by introducing a strong general phenomenon of edge-preserving healing (defined later).
The previous healing algorithms have not acitvely addressed the cost of deleting and adding new edges. They have bounded this cost by restricting the number of edges that can be deleted or added. However, they do not appeal to the concept of minimizing the edge deletions of the network, at any healing stage, which can have important implications in a practical implementation. The most recent algorithm [5] , and arguably the most sophisticated requires possible deletion of edges at every healing step. In this paper, we address this question by designing edge-preserving healing algorithms: we require that a self-healing algorithm not delete any edge that was originally present or was inserted during a node insertion into the network. We however do allow deleting edges that were Fourth International Workshop on Network Science for Communication Networks added in subsequent localized healing steps. While the edgepreserving property helps us minimize, or rather completely eliminate, the need to rewire communication paths originally present in any network, surprisingly, we can show much more. We are able to not only prove all the previous guarantees on all other requirements, but also show that edge-preservation immediately leads to several other very desirable global properties. Most notably, this helps us preserve the density of every current induced subgraph between nodes that were present originally in the network. In fact, edge-preserving self-healing ensures that every subgraph property that is edge-monotone i.e. non-decreasing with an increase in the number of edges does not suffer. Density is an important example of such a property.
Density is a very well studied notion in graphs and is an excellent measure of the inter-connectivity between groups of nodes. Density measures the strength of a set of nodes by the graph induced on them from the overall structure. The power of density lies in locally observing the strength of any set of nodes, large or small, independent of the entire network. Expansion, on the other hand measures the connection between a set of nodes and the rest of the network. Therefore, density constraints would be able to assess and better maintain the strength between specified (or all) subsets of nodes (even though there are exponential such sets) in a more robust manner. Consider for example a distributed network that contains a small set S of k nodes where these k nodes are hubs, or central and crucial to the overall backbone of the network. It is conceivable and even likely that they would incur a larger communication interaction between them, and therefore demand larger connectivity structure, lower latency, and higher resilience to failures. Therefore, a peer to peer network would have a larger number of connections between these k nodes as compared to any random set of k nodes. It is then crucial that any self-healing algorithm retain this stronger interconnection within S, and not accidently compromise these connections for increasing connectivity at less desired places. Ensuring that the density between these nodes is preserved guarantees higher tolerance to failures, lower latencies and more efficient communication paths between the important set of nodes, namely S. Unfortunately not all previous healing algorithms were able to ensure this density requirement even if it were present in the original network; the healing stages would inadvertently compromise such hidden dense structures for more smoothed global connectivity properties (since expansion and other previous requirements did not capture this notion of induced density). The algorithms we present here are able to maintain (or even further improve) the density of every subset of nodes from the initial network, and through all stages of the self-healing steps. Surprisingly, we are able to achieve this without compromising on any of the other requirements. Therefore, in addition to all subgraph densities, our paper continues to satisfy degree constraints, preserve or even improve expansion, while maintaining low stretch, like the previous paper. Also, most of these networks, even while dynamic and reconfigurable, would incur initiation and termination costs for new connections and dropping connections, whenever making an alteration in the networks, which our algorithms help alleviate. Our algorithms also help these networks retain their backbone connections and thereby minimize any reconstruction/reconfiguration costs. Our algorithms are simple and largely exploit the previous algorithms, yet guarantee the edge-preserving property.
Our Model: Our model -The General Self-healing model is a generalization of the models used in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . We describe it here briefly. We assume that the network is initially a connected graph over n nodes. An adversary repeatedly attacks the network. This adversary knows the network topology and our algorithm, and it has the ability to delete arbitrary nodes from the network or insert a new node in the system which it can connect to any subset of nodes currently in the system. However, we assume the adversary is constrained in that in any time step it can only delete or insert a single node. In this context, the self-healing algorithm is supposed to fulfill certain success metrics, according to the particular requirements of the problem. The detailed model is described in Section II.
Our Contributions.
• We introduce edge preservation as a novel consideration for healing algorithms, motivated by the cost associated with switching physical network communication lines. We show edge preservation not only reduces the cost but also results in desirable network structural consequences such as preserving or improving various monotonic graph properties. In particular, we motivate and use density as a running example for an interesting monotonic property. We then consider density as a novel constraint for the design of self-healing algorithms.
• We generalize and strengthen a previous algorithm (xheal) to consider edge-preservation, and in particular maintaining or increasing all subgraph densities, as a constraint to the algorithmic problem. This enforces the constraint of maintaining any strong connectivity structure between hub nodes, or nodes with high bandwidth/communication.
• Finally, we show that the unified algorithm presented in this paper shows strong guarantees on the density constraint, as well as the previously considered measures, such as connectivity, diameter, degree constraint, network stretch, and expansion, continue to hold without being compromised. Related Work: This work builds upon previous works of selfhealing. It investigates the algorithms discussed in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] ; In particular, we introduce an edge-preserving (formally defined later) version of the algorithm Xheal and show that this new version self-heals subgraph density.
These works show a progressive increase in the number of properties self-healed and increasing sophistication in the techniques used. The earliest works [1] , [6] maintained connectivity while ensuring low degree increase. Forgiving Tree [2] improved by adding diameter maintainance to the invariants (though in a deletion only setting). The Forgiving Graph [3] further generalised [2] to a complete dynamic setting while also maintaining network stretch. Pandurangan and Trehan then introduced Xheal [5] which, using expander graphs, maintains network expansion in addition to the previous properties.
Further, the problem of finding densest subgraphs is wellstudied. Finding a maximum density subgraph on an undirected graph can be solved in polynomial time [7] , [8] . However, the problem becomes NP-hard when a size restriction is enforced. In particular, finding a maximum density subgraph of size exactly k is NP-hard [9] , [10] and no approximation scheme exists under a reasonable complexity assumption [11] . Khuller and Saha [12] considered the problem of finding densest subgraphs with size restrictions and showed that these are NP-hard. Khuller and Saha [12] and also Andersen and Chellapilla [13] gave constant factor approximation algorithms. There are several related papers including some with applications to networks beyond computer networks e.g. in [14] , the authors work towards finding complex annotation patterns representing novel and interesting hypotheses from gene annotation data. The authors study a suitably relavent generalization of the densest subgraph problem studying its hardness and approximation and applying this method to a publicly available dataset on gene annotation. The nice aspect of our self-healing algorithms approach is that it completely bypasses the problem of actually computing dense subgraphs; the density of any subgraph is simply retained (or increased) as an immediate consequence of the edge-preserving property.
A. Preliminaries
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph and S ⊆ V be a set of nodes. Graph Density: The density of a graph G(V, E) is defined as |E|/|V |. SubGraph Density: The density of a subgraph defined by a subset of nodes S of V (G) is defined as its induced density. We will use den(S) to denote the density of the subgraph induced by S. Therefore, den(S) = |E(S)| |S| . Here E(S) is the subset of edges (u, v) of E where u ∈ S and v ∈ S. In particular, when talking about the density of a subgraph defined by set of vertices S induced on G, we use the notation den G (S). However, when clear from context, we omit the subscript G. Edge Expansion: We denote S = V − S. Let |E| S,S = {(u, v) ∈ E|u ∈ S, v ∈ S} be the number of edges crossing the cut (S, S). The edge expansion of the graph h G is defined as, h G = min |S|≤|V|/2 |E| S,S |S| , II. GENERAL SELF-HEALING MODEL This model was introduced in [3] , [4] . Somewhat similar models were also used in [1] , [2] , [5] . Our full model is described in Figure 1 . We now give the details. Let χ be a self-healing algorithm. Let G = G 0 be an arbitrary graph on n nodes, which represent processors in a distributed network. In each step, the adversary either deletes or adds a node. After each deletion or insertion, the nodes update their information Fig. 1 
Success metrics:
• Maintaining properties: Maintain certain well stated invariants/ minimize certain(local/global) "complexity" measures.
• Recovery time: The maximum total time for a recovery round, assuming it takes a message no more than 1 time unit to traverse any edge and we have unlimited local computational power at each node.
• Communication complexity: Number of messages used for recovery. Consider the graph G t which is the graph, at timestep t, consisting solely of the original nodes (from G 0 ) and insertions without regard to deletions and healings.
dist(x,y,G t ) , where, for a graph G and nodes x and y in G, dist(x, y, G) is the length of the shortest path between x and y in G.
and the algorithm gets to add some new edges to the graph, as well as deleting old ones. χ's goal is to maintain a certain set of network properties e.g. those given in Figure 2 . At the same time, the algorithm wants to minimize the resources spent on this task, which usually also includes keeping node degree small.
Initially, each processor only knows its neighbors in G 0 , and is unaware of the structure of the rest of G 0 . After each deletion or insertion, only the neighbors of the deleted or inserted vertex are informed that the deletion or insertion has occurred. After this, processors are allowed to communicate (synchronously or asynchronously depending on the constraints) by sending a limited number of messages to their direct neighbors. We assume that these messages are always sent and received successfully. The processors may also request new edges be added to the graph. We assume that no other vertex is deleted or inserted until the end of this round of computation and communication has concluded.
We also allow a certain amount of pre-processing to be done before the first attack occurs. For example, we assume that all nodes know the address of all the neighbors of its neighbors (NoN).
III. EDGE-PRESERVING SELF HEALING
Here, we introduce edge-preservation, which we contend is a strongly desirable property for self-healing. A self-healing algorithm is edge-preserving in our model if the original edges and those inserted by the adversary are never deleted by the algorithm. More formally, we state: Edge Preserving: A self-healing algorithm χ is edgepreserving in the general self-healing model (Figure 1 ), if we have that, for all
We also define the notion of an edge-monotonic property as follows: Edge-monotonic graph property/function: Given a graph G(V, E), and a subgraph S ⊆ V (G), a subgraph property/function f G : S → [0, ∞) is said to be edge-monotonic or edge-monotonically non-decreasing if for any two graphs
Further, the property is said to be edgemonotonically increasing if for
It is quite straightforward to maintain edge-monotonic graph properties once edge-preservation is achieved. We show this more formally in section V for the algorithm xheal+.
IV. XHEAL+
Here, we describe xheal+, which is the algorithm xheal [5] modified to make it edge-preserving. The main difference from xheal is that we allow multiple 'colorings' (explained more formally later) for a single edge in xheal+. This enables us to detect if the edge was originally present or inserted by the adversary in the graph and has been recolored by the algorithm. At certain points in its execution, xheal removed edges from the graph; in xheal+, if the edge was not an 'original' edge, we delete the edge as in xheal, but otherwise, we simply remove the required label/color from the edge without deleting it. The algorithm is summarized in Figure 3 .
For lack of space, we will not describe the details of the algorithm (Refer to [5] for details). However, we shall very briefly summarise the algorithm for completeness and explain in more detail the enhancements in xheal+. Let κ be a fixed parameter that is implementation dependent. For the purposes of this algorithm, we assume the existence of a κ-regular expander with edge expansion α > 2. To describe the algorithm, in xheal+, we associate a set of colors (as opposed to a single color in xheal) with each edge of the graph i.e. for an edge e, e.color is a set of colors associated with an edge. Each color associates a property or functionality with an edge. We assume that the original edges of G and those added by the adversary are all colored black initially i.e. for such an edge e, e.color = {black}. If (u, v) is a black (colored) edge, we say that v(u) is a black (colored) neighbor of u(v). In xheal+, the algorithm can later add functionality to the edge (add as part of primary or secondary clouds, as described later) by adding new colors to the set, and remove the functionality by simply removing that color.
At any time step, the adversary can add a node (with its incident edges) or delete a node (with its incident edges). Addition is straightforward, the algorithm takes no action and the added edges simply get colored black (Notice the edge did not exist before, so this will be its first color; in a model where edges may be adversarially added to previously existing nodes, this may not hold). The self-healing algorithm is mainly concerned with what edges to add when a node is deleted and this is done based on the colors of the edges deleted as well as on other factors. In brief, the neighbors of the deleted node may be all black i.e. e.color = black for all edges e deleted in this step, or not all black. If they are all black, the neighbors reconnect as a 'primary' cloud( Figure 7) i.e. as a κ-regular expander or as a clique if number of neighbors are less than κ (Figure 9 ). This cloud has its own color (e.g. it could be the label or ID of the deleted node); if a required edge does not exist, a new one is created and it takes this color, but if the edge already exists, in xheal+, this color is added to the color set of the edge (Figure 9 ). If the neighbors of the deleted node are not all black, this implies that the deleted node was part of at least one primary cloud (a node participates exactly once in a primary cloud for each of its deleted neighbor); we fix these primary clouds by redrawing (deleting/adding/reusing) some edges ( Figure 4) to restore them to be expanders. In xheal+, since you are not allowed to remove original edges, there may be a need of reusing existing edges. Now, we select a 'free' node (explained later) from each of these primary clouds and construct a secondary cloud ( Figure 5) . A free node is simply a node which is not taking part in any secondary cloud, implying a node can take part in at most one secondary cloud. When a node is a part of a secondary cloud, it is called a bridge node for the primary cloud it represents. Each Secondary cloud also has its own distinct color and this gets added onto the edge if it's also used for secondary cloud duties. On deletion of a node, secondary cloud edges may also be lost, in which case we repair this cloud too ( Figure 6 ). We do this by finding a new free node for the primary cloud that lost the bridge node (i.e. the deleted node), if need be, by borrowing from neighboring primary clouds. However, some times this may not be possible, in which case, we merge all the primary and secondary clouds effected and make a new primary cloud from all their nodes (Figure 8 ). Merging is an expensive operation but since it will not happen often, its cost is amortized over previous operations.
Edges may be deleted in the cloud fixing and merging operations, thus, these operations need to be edge preserving. Also, we have to ensure the nodes can communicate while the reconstruction is underway. To ensure this, we have added the algorithms MARKEDGES() (Fig. 10) , MAKETOPOLOGY() (Fig. 9) , and DELETEEDGES (Fig. 11) . The algorithm MARKEDGES() prepares the clouds for construction or repair by removing the cloud's color from the edges and marking those edges which can be safely removed (If an edge was originally present or added by the adversary, it will have the color black in its set and thus will not be marked). Notice that the edges themselves cannot be removed at this stage since these edges will form the network of communication for the present round of repair. MAKETOPOLOGY is used to make the cloud edges; it checks for existence of a required edge for the cloud being constructed, if that edge already exists, it simply adds the color of the cloud to the color set of the edge. If an edge does not exist between the two nodes, a new edge is constructed and the edge's color set is initialized by the color of the cloud. DELETEEDGES is the subroutine called to clean up after a new cloud is in place. It checks all the marked edges to see which ones have no color left. This means these edges were not reused and they are also not original edges and can thus be deleted. V. ANALYSIS OF XHEAL+ xheal+, the edge-preserving version of xheal, improves xheal by giving not only the same self-healing guarantees but also self-healing monotonic subgraph induced properties such as subgraph density. We defer detailed proofs to a + MARKEDGES(F ) 6 :
+ DELETEEDGES(F ) if e existed previously then 4: e.color ← e.color ∪ Clr, e.type ← T ype // Reuse Edge 5:
Make new edge e; set e.color ← Clr, e.type ← T ype longer version of the paper, and use density as our example of an edge monotonically increasing property. It is easy to see that the density function den G (S) =
|E(S)| |S|
is such a property. Before our main theorem, we give two key lemmas:
Lemma 1: xheal+ is edge-preserving. for each edge e ∈ edges(C i ) do 3: e.color ← e.color \ color(C i ) // Remove edge from Cloud. 4: if e.color = N U LL then 5: Mark e for deletion // Not Original Edge; possibly remove at end of phase Delete edge // safe to remove edge now. Ask neighbor clouds; if a free node found, return node, else return NULL Proof: The proof follows from a case analysis of the algorithm, and is omitted for lack of space.
Lemma 2: For all S ⊆ V (G t ), den G t (S) ≤ den Gt (S) ≤ κ. for an induced subgraph of a subset S of V (G). Consider any subset S ⊆ V (G t ). Since xheal+ is edge-preserving and G t contains only original or adversary inserted edges, E G t (S) ⊆ E Gt (S) and therefore den G t (S) ≤ den Gt (S). Now, we state our main theorem. Theorem 1: For graph G t (present graph) and graph G t (of only original and inserted edges), at any time t, where a timestep is an insertion or deletion followed by healing: 1) For any two nodes u, v ∈ G t , δ Gt (u, v) ≤ δ G t (u, v)O(log n), where δ(u, v) is the shortest path between u and v, and n is the number of nodes in G t . 2) h(G t ) ≥ min(α, h(G t )), for some fixed constant α ≥ 1, where h(G) is the edge expansion of a graph G 3) λ(G t ) ≥ min (A, B) , where λ(G t ) is the second smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian of G t , A = Ω λ(G t ) 2 dmin(G t ) (κ) 2 (dmax(G t )) 2 , B = Ω 1 (κdmax(G t )) 2 , d min (G t ) and d max (G t ) are the minimum and maximum degrees of G t . 4) For all x ∈ G t , degree Gt (x) ≤ κ.degree G t (y) + κ, for a fixed constant κ > 0. 5) For all S ⊆ V (G t ), and any edge-monotonically nondecreasing function f G , we have f Gt (S) ≥ f G t (S). In particular, we have den Gt (S) ≥ den G t (S).
Proof: Details are deferred but parts 1, 2, 3, and 4 follow from xheal [5] , and part 5 from lemma 2.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduce the notion of edge-preserving self-healing and present an efficient, distributed, edgepreserving algorithm xheal+. It seems easy to obtain edge preserving variants of the ForgivingTree and ForgivingGraph too. There are many open questions: Can we go further and heal even more properties such as the spectrum of the graph. Can we preserve proximity sketches? Can we reach a theoretical characterization of what network properties are amenable to self-healing? Can the costs be modeled in more robust and direct manner? Can we extend our work to different models and domains, to less flexible networks such as sensor networks, and to more complex notions of failure such as byzantine failures?
